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The Days Have Names
By JonArno Lawson

2008

JonArno Lawson is a writer of books for both children and adults. In this poem, a speaker discusses what
receives a name and what goes nameless. As you read, take notes on what things have names.

The days have names,
the months have names,
and so do clouds and hurricanes.

But not the weeks:
of weekly names
nobody speaks—

it doesn’t seem to bother us
that weeks pass by,
anonymous.1

[1]

[5]

1. Anonymous (adjective): not identified by name
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. PART A: Which sentence describes the message of the poem?
A. We have names for some things, but not others.
B. Counting weeks is difficult because they don’t have names.
C. It’s more important for weeks to have names than for storms.
D. Something must be important enough to earn a name.

2. PART B: Which detail from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A. “The days have names, / the months have names” (Lines 1-2)
B. “and so do clouds and hurricanes.” (Line 3)
C. “of weekly names / nobody speaks—” (Lines 5-6)
D. “that weeks pass by” (Line 8)

3. Which of the following describes how people feel about names for weeks?
A. People are curious about why the weeks don’t have names.
B. People don’t mind that the weeks don’t have names.
C. People are angry that the weeks don't have names.
D. People are sad that the weeks don’t have names.

4. How does stanza 2 develop the meaning of poem?
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. Why do you think that weeks do not have names? Do you think they should? Why or why
not?

2. Is your name an important part of who you are? Why or why not?

3. How does assigning names to things make life easier? How do names help us understand
the things around us? How would we communicate if things, like days, did not have names?
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